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ECB Review: June 2021 
The ECB left its main policy parameters unchanged at the June meeting, reaffirming its commitment to 
conduct purchases under PEPP at a “significantly higher” pace than at the beginning of the year. President 
Lagarde reiterated her position that talk of a PEPP taper was premature and highlighted the unanimous 
support for the introductory statement. However, indications that not all members of the Governing Council 
supported all aspects of the policy decision, alongside a marked improvement in the economic growth 
forecasts, suggests that speculation of a taper has not been fully quashed.  
 
This sets up the September meeting as being a key date in the calendar. At that point there will be far 
more visibility on the extent to which the economy has recovered and how close member states are to 
getting 70% of the population vaccinated against Covid-19. Given that by September there will be just over 
six months until the official expiry of PEPP, this would be an opportune time to consider the exit strategy, 
or prolongation if the recovery disappoints.  
 
Finally, given the clearly still weak medium-term inflation projection, the ECB is implicitly signalling that 
policy will need to remain accommodative for some time, suggesting that the APP is likely to take over 
once PEPP is concluded. 
 

Analyst Reviews: 
 
ABN AMRO  
 

• At the September meeting the ECB is likely to give a stronger signal that the PEPP will end in March 2022 
and will need to manage expectations that an end of the PEPP will not lead to early rate hikes. 

• This could be achieved by signalling that rates will remain on hold for longer than the market expects or by 
signalling a longer period of net purchases under the APP when the PEPP ends. 

 
Barclays 
 

• By maintaining a “significantly higher” pace of PEPP purchases in Q3 with a dovish tone during the press 
conference, the ECB assured that the recovery would not be curtailed by tighter financing conditions. 

• Should the recovery be as strong as forecast and Covid-19 developments remain benign, Barclays expects 
the ECB to consider scaling back purchases at the September meeting. 

• Nonetheless, Barclays still expects the ECB to maintain a large-scale QE programme and forecasts a total 
QE envelope of EUR700bn in 2022. 

 
Commerzbank 
 

• The ECB is likely to combine its later tapering with substantial concessions to the many doves in its ranks. 
As such, ECB monetary policy will remain very loose for a long time. 

• Commerzbank argues that the ECB’s policy is effectively dominated by the needs of finance ministers, which 
is why there is significant reaction to relatively small increases in government bond yields. 

• The ECB is likely to confirm in the autumn that it wants to end PEPP in the following spring.  
 

Danske Bank  
 

• Danske Bank argues that the ECB took the decision to maintain higher PEPP purchases from a risk 
perspective rather than an economic perspective. 

• Given the unanimous support for the introductory statement, the doves appear to have the upper hand while 
divisions persist. 

• Extending the “significant” purchase pace into Q3, with some slowdown due to seasonal factors, will either 
lead to a quick tapering in Q421 and Q122, or that PEPP purchases may be conducted beyond March 2022. 
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Goldman Sachs  
 

• While the ECB left its key policy parameters unchanged, it guided expectations towards a reduction in 
purchases as a result of lower seasonal issuance over the summer. 

• GS looks for a reduction of PEPP purchases to EUR75bn/month and expect the PEPP to run until June 
2022. 

 
 
HSBC 
 

• HSBC sees three reasons why there was no PEPP taper decision: 

o Tapering would have risked a further tightening of financial conditions 

o There is pressure on the ECB to keep buying sovereign bonds to help governments maintain fiscal 

support. 

o The ECB believes that underlying price pressure remain subdued. 

• The ECB is still expected to slow purchases later in the year. By March the ECB will revert back to the APP 

with a higher purchase rate (possibly EUR40bn/month up from EUR20bn). 

NatWest 

• The ECB did not want to upset market sentiment at the June meeting and suggested it won’t consider a 

move before the summer break. 

Nordea 

• The ECB has become more optimistic on the outlook, although inflation forecasts for 2023 remain low. 

• The rise in market interest rates seen earlier this year appears to worry many GC members. 

• Despite competing views on the pace of PEPP, the more hawkish GC members are likely saving their 

ammunition for the September meeting. 

• Nordea expects bond purchase volumes to fall in August as a result of receding issuance. The ECB could 

then decide to lower purchases in September.  

• Nordea continues to expect net PEPP purchases to discontinue by the end of March 2022, but the inflation 

outlook will warrant further easing via an expanded APP. 

J.P. Morgan 

• J.P. Morgan suspects that the decision on the PEPP pace may have been less close than expected with 

the hawks eventually carrying the final decision.  

Pictet 

• While the decision to continue PEPP purchases at a significantly higher pace was in line with market 

expectations, the ECB’s assessment of economic conditions was dovish. 

• The upward revisions to the staff macroeconomic projections can be seen as concessions to the hawks, 

paving the way for a reduction in emergency support in September. 

• Pictet expects the ECB to reduce the pace of PEPP purchases by removing the reference to “significantly 

higher” purchases at the September meeting. 

• One possible scenario would see PEPP purchases of around EUR75bn/month on average in Q3 slowing to 

EUR60bn in Q4 before a gradual taper is implemented in the first half of 2022. 

• The ECB is expected to scale up the APP in 2022 to EUR30bn/month from EUR20bn 

Rabobank 

• The ECB did not take advantage of the summer lull to implement a ‘technical adjustment’ to PEPP. This 

raises some implementation issues and actual Q3 purchases may disappoint. 
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• The weak medium-term inflation outlook may warrant a switch from PEPP to APP after March 2022. 

Société Générale 

• The decision to maintain the current policy stance should support favourable financing conditions over the 

summer.  

• Société Générale believes that by September the ECB will start preparing markets for gradually lower QE 

purchases. 

Swedbank 

• There were no surprises at the June meeting. 

• Swedbank interprets the announcement on continued elevated purchases to mean net purchases of 

around EUR100bn/month in line with what was seen in April and May – roughly EUR80bn purchased under 

PEPP and EUR20bn under the APP.  

• The focus on keeping financing conditions favourable for households and corporates opens up the 

possibility of very loose policy for longer.  

• Given that policy is anchored to financing conditions, which is loosely defined, reading the ECB has 

become more difficult. 

• Price stability has been sliding further away from the ECB’s core communication, which is interesting given 

the amount of attention which inflation is getting everywhere. 

TD Securities 

• The doves appear to have won the battle for the press release and the pace of PEPP purchases. 

• This is the first time since December 2018 that the ECB has seen risks as broadly balanced, marking a big 

shift in its stance. 

• The hawks on the GC are set up for a bigger push in September to start tapering PEPP. 

 

UniCredit 

• The decision to maintain the higher pace of PEPP purchases was in line with UniCredit’s forecast. 

• UniCredit expects the hawkish members of the GC to push for a tapering signal in September ahead of a 

possible termination of the PEPP next March. 

• Ending the PEPP will be a thorny issue given that economic conditions are likely to normalise alongside 

persistent undershooting of inflation. 

 

Wells Fargo 

• The decision to continue PEPP purchases at a “significantly higher” pace was not that surprising given that 

activity data is still mixed and policymakers have not provided strong signals that slowing purchases would 

be announced in June. 

• Provided that eurozone growth shows signs of firming, Wells Fargo expects the ECB to announce a slower 

pace of PEPP purchases from Q4 2021 at its September meeting. 


